
THE CHALLENGE OF CONNECTING CHINA AND EUROPE BY CELLO 
STRINGS 
 
Last month we finished a special project for us: the positioning, storytelling and a website 
with an e-commerce platform for Fortune Strings: manufacturers of cello strings. The 
challenge was not only a full immersion in the field and technique of music, but also to build 
bridges between Eastern and Western cultures. 
 
The company, formed equally by Europeans and Chinese, has its center of production in 
China. The first challenge was to build the market positioning of the product putting on the 
shoes of a professional cellist. Why a well known cellist changes his cello strings 
manufacturer? How does he behave on the purchase and prescription process? 
 
With the help of Courdin Coray, a professional cellist located in Switzerland and R+D 
Manager, and musicians from Fortune team, we found the key attributes that activates the 
change of strings and the technical attributes that were appreciated. 
 
The second challenge was to connect with Chinese partners and tell them that European 
marketing is very different from Chinese marketing. Meetings with Chinese businessmen 
were incredibly enhancing. Although we knew it was very difficult for Chinese to understand 
the strategic planning and marketing action in Europe, their feedback was very stimulating 
and eye-opener. 
 
After building positioning and sales arguments, we built the storytelling for the project. 
Nothing else than a projection of the most powerful areas of their value chain: a family of 
Chinese has learned to love music pushed by a professional cellist looking for the perfect 
sound of a D made by a cello string. The combination of Eastern and Western cultures: the 
new Silk Road through the cello strings. 
 
Finally, we needed to project how the commitment of the family was as strong as to 
organize professional cello concerts in the factory until each of their employees have been 
able to understand each sound of the instrument that brought Pau Casals at the United 
Nations.  And the storytelling was summarized in his claim: Improving tradition. 
 
Fortune Strings is an example of the projects that we love because they required a double 
dose of sensitivity, an extra effort to understand the technical information of the project 
and because we had to overcome cultural bridges. 
 
As they claim on their website: Good words. Good people! 
 

http://www.fortunestrings.com/

